
Activity Captain/Head Descriptions 

These captain/head roles are designed to be assignments just below the level of UAs, equivalent with 

Assistant Head Counselors. A staff member with a successful full-summer SIC year in one of these roles 

would make a great UA candidate the next summer. We’re always looking for ways to broaden and deepen 

our opportunities for leadership development. To do that this summer, we are formalizing these roles and 

moving toward a selection criteria similar to Assistant Head Counselor. Our goal is that this process will 

continue in the future as well. To serve in one of these roles you must be able to be at Camp from Work 

Week 2 through 2nd session. 

 
Aquatics 

 
Pool Captain 

- Reports to: Assistant Aquatics Chief 
- Responsible for pool opening and closing checklist and ensuring it is completed daily, ensuring all 

swim classes have an instructor, ensure all safety regulations are being conducted 
- Certs required: Lifeguarding and CPR 
- Instruction responsibility: Teaches swim classes, with the ability to teach all levels 1-6. Provides 

leadership and guidance to other instructors 
- Experience needed: Proficient swim lesson instruction, maturity, knowledge of basic pool cleaning 

and maintenance  
 
Lake Captain 

- Reports to: Assistant Aquatics Chief 

- Responsible for ensuring all staff are conducting systematic searches in accordance with proper 

procedures, delivery and implementation of achievement swim, ensure all safety regulations are 

being conducted 

- Certs required: Lifeguarding and CPR 

- Instruction responsibility: Teaches swim classes, with the ability to teach all levels 1-6. Provides 

leadership and guidance to other instructors 

- Experience needed: Proficient swim lesson instruction, maturity, strong leader with the ability to 

lead a “systo” when the Assistant Chief is not available.  

 

Head Lifeguard 
- Reports to: Assistant Aquatics Chief 

- Responsible for ensuring all staff have current certifications, complete and document weekly in-

service; include in-service in Monday meetings; support with drop drills and rotating lifeguards; 

accountable for Swim the Neuse 

- Certs required: Lifeguard Instructor 

- Instruction responsibility: Teaches swim classes, with the ability to teach all levels 1-6. Provides 

leadership and guidance to other instructors. Teach/support lifeguarding classes as needed. 

- Experience needed: Proficient swim lesson instruction, maturity, strong leader and teacher. 

 
 

Sailing 
 

Lightning Head Instructor 
- Reports to: Lightning/Scot UA 

- PMS responsibility: same as other Lightning Trainers, but should be a role model 

- Certs required: US Sailing Level 1 Instructor 

- Certs preferred: Coast Guard 

- Instruction responsibility: Lightning Trainer, leads group chalk talks and debriefs for all Lightning 

Trainees and Trainers 

- Experience needed: advanced sailing ability and program knowledge, maturity, proven Lightning 

Trainer abilities 



 
Keelboat Head Instructor 

- Reports to: Cruising UA and Cruising Master 

- PMS responsibility: Keelboats 

- Certs required: US Sailing Basic Keelboat Certification, Coast Guard 

- Certs preferred: US Sailing Level 1 Instructor 

- Instruction responsibility: assists Cruising Master in teaching the Basic Keelboat Certification, 

training and supporting other Coast Guard certified staff in becoming competent on the keelboats 

- Experience needed: advanced sailing ability and program knowledge, maturity, proven teaching 

ability 

 
Racing Head Instructor  

- Reports to: Racing/420 UA 

- PMS responsibility: 420 Fleet Captain – direct responsibility for the trapeze rigged boat, other boats 

will be assigned to 420 Trainers 

- Certs required: US Sailing Level 1 Instructor 

- Certs preferred: Coast Guard 

- Instruction responsibility: Racing Fleet Skipper rank – create lesson plans prior to the session 

starting, assists and provides leadership as needed with racing team and 420 training 

- Experience needed: advanced sailing ability and program knowledge, maturity, proven racing 

instruction abilities 

 If a different sailing staff member ends up having significantly more racing experience than the 

Racing Head Instructor then we may shift their Instruction responsibility to Racing Team Head 

Coach and their PMS responsibility to the Sunfish Racing Rigs. And, the Racing Head Instructor 

would be trained on the Racing Fleet Skipper curriculum and the 420 trapeze rigged boat. 

 

Beach Captain 
- Reports to: Sunfish/Opti UA 

- PMS responsibility: assist Fleet Captains as needed   

- Certs preferred: Coast Guard, US Sailing Level 1 Instructor 

- Instruction responsibility: teaches ranks on Sunfish Beach, provides leadership to clinic instructors 

and counselors assigned to “beach” 

- Experience needed: advanced sailing ability and program knowledge, maturity, proven problem 

solving abilities 

 This is the assignment for one session. For the other session, the staff member is given an “on-the-

water” assignment in an area where she would like to develop. Examples are Lightning Trainer, 

SF/Opti Master Instructor, Flying Scot Trainer, 420 Trainer, Racing Team Coach, etc.  

 There is potential for two staff members to be selected, one as Beach Captain each session.  

 

 

Powerboating 

 

Marina Captain 
- Reports to: Upper Ranks UA 

- PMS responsibility: boats in the marina (counselors will be assigned specific boats for daily checks, 

marina captain double checks) 

- Certs required: Coast Guard 

- Certs preferred: USPB Instructor 

- Instruction responsibility: Teaches the practical on-the-water portion of Captain (used to be 

inboards, now upper ranks fleet) 

- Experience needed: advanced boat handling and program knowledge, maturity, proven Center 

Console Trainer abilities 

 
Center Console Head Instructor 

- Reports to: Upper Ranks UA 

- PMS responsibility: boats in the marina (counselors will be assigned specific boats for daily checks, 

Marina Captain double checks, CCT Head Instructor assists the Marina Captain) 

- Certs required: Coast Guard 



- Certs preferred: USPB Instructor 

- Instruction responsibility: Teaches Center Console Training, serves as a mentor and leader for the 

other CCT Trainers, trained to teach Helmsman 

- Experience needed: advanced boat handling and program knowledge, maturity, proven Center 

Console Trainer abilities 

 

Fishing Captain 
- Reports to: Fishing UA 

- PMS responsibility: fishing equipment  

- Certs required: Coast Guard 

- Certs preferred: USPB Instructor 

- Instruction responsibility: Focuses teaching on fishing level 3 (leading back lakes trips) and level 4 

(leading activity period river trips) 

- Experience needed: advanced boat handling and program knowledge, maturity 

 

Head USPB Instructor  
- Reports to: USPB UA 

- PMS responsibility: USPB materials and classroom 

- Certs required: USPB Instructor 

- Certs preferred: Coast Guard 

- Instruction responsibility: Teaches USPB classroom and on the water drills, provides 

leadership/guidance to other Instructors 

- Experience needed: advanced boat handling and program knowledge, maturity, proven USPB 

Instructor abilities 

 

Ski Captain 
- Reports to: Ski UA 

- PMS responsibility: ski equipment  

- Certs required: Coast Guard 

- Certs preferred: USPB Instructor 

- Instruction responsibility: Teaches skiing upper ranks and recruits candidates 

- Experience needed: advanced boat handling and program knowledge, maturity, proven Ski Team 

Coaching abilities 

 


